
Maths English
Theme Physical Social

Arithmetic Further tasks Reading
Writing

(including spelling, punctuation & grammar)

Keep building your accuracy 

and fluency in mathematics by 

answering a set of these 

questions each day.

Remember, you can copy the 

equations on to some scrap 

paper before you answer each 

one as arithmetic is not always 

mental maths. 

The foci for this week are:

Session 1: Adding decimals

Session 2: Subtracting decimals

Session 3: Adding and 

subtracting decimals

Session 4: Subtracting decimals 

from whole numbers

Session 5: Subtracting decimals 

from whole numbers

Answers for the arithmetic 

sessions are on the last page.

TTRS: Keep those times tables 

sharp and spend 10 minutes 

on Times Table Rockstars this 

week. 

Session 1: Decimals as 

fractions

Click here for the video. 

Session 2: Understand 

thousands

Click here for the video. 

Session 3: Rounding 

decimals

Click here for the video. 

Session 4: Order and 

compare decimals

Click here for the video. 

Session 5: Problem solving 

using the learning from 

this week. 

There is no video for this. 

Log on to Mathletics to 

complete the learning 

that has been assigned to 

you. Remember to have 

some scrap paper to hand 

to do any workings out. 

Aim to read for 25 minutes every 

day, with an adult when you can. 

Link to do Accelerated Reader 

quizzes from home:

https://ukhosted56.renlearn.co.

uk/1894764/

Session 1: Become familiar with 

the text. 

Session 2: Using the context to 

help decipher what unfamiliar 

words might mean. 

Session 3: Discuss what an 

impression of someone is. 

Where have they heard that 

phrase before and what it could 

mean. Chn to make their way 

through the activities and then 

discuss as a class the impression 

that is created of Sarah. 

Session 4: analysing  similarities 

at differences, using evidence to 

support their thinking. 

Session 5: Use the text to 

answer a variety of questions in 

full sentences. We will be using 

this text next week too so hang 

on to it.

Spellings: 

Become familiar with this week’s rule and then 
use the ‘Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check’ method 
to help you to learn these spellings.  This 

activity can be repeated on more than one day 

to help you to learn your spellings. Learning 

new spellings sometimes takes time!

After this, you can make your way through the 

other spelling activities. It is recommended that 

you spread the activities out over a number of 

days so you can keep practising the new words.  

Writing

Session 1: Creating a mood or atmosphere

Session 2:  Creating a mood or atmosphere part 

B and punctuating speech revision.

Session 3: Children to plan their own story.

Session 4: If plans aren’t finished, finish those 
first today. If they are finished, children can 

begin writing their stories. 

Session 5: If stories aren’t finished, they can be 
finished today. If they are finished, children can 

add illustrations to go alongside their stories. 

Art: Shadowology

Study Vincent Bal’s technique and 

then have a go at creating their 

own.

Geography: To know the 

characteristic features of a 

Tropical Rainforest

Stimulus: watch BBC images of a 

tropical rainforest biome. Discuss 

the mist and density of the image, 

the heavy rainfall and the shifting 

soil. Make it clear that not all 

images are of the Amazon, but 

they show the key features of a 

rainforest. Work through, 

discussing the features of a 

tropical rainforest. Read the 

description of the Amazon 

Rainforest, highlighting or 

underlining key words. The pupils 

are then to write about each layer, 

capitalising on the information 

from the written description. 

Click here to do daily  PE 

with Joe Wicks. 

The Olympics may have 

been postponed but we 

can compete against 

each year group to see 

who can travel the 

furthest.

Our school has been set 

up on the "Get Set Travel 

to Tokyo" so don’t forget 
to log your family’s 
activity!

Once again, you have the 

opportunity to choose 

two activities.

Social History

During these 

unusual times 

think about what 

tech/tools you 

have used to 

keep you 

connected to 

school and your 

friends.

I'm sure PS4, 

Xbox, Zoom, 

texting and 

websites are the 

first things you 

think of.

Now, stop and 

think - What 

would 'lock 

down' have been 

like if it had 

happened when 

your parents 

were children?

Take time to chat 

to them to see 

what they think 

and what they 

remember.

Year 5
Learning Grid for week beginning: 08.06.2020

All of our activities have been designed to try to avoid the need for printing of any kind, although of course you can print if you want to. Remember, you should always check with an adult before using the internet and remember to tell an adult if you see 
something that makes you feel uncomfortable. There’s further guidance from the NSPCC here.

https://vimeo.com/425602384
https://vimeo.com/425602576
https://vimeo.com/425603173
https://vimeo.com/425603300
https://ukhosted56.renlearn.co.uk/1894764/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAxW1XT0iEJo0TYlRfn6rYQ
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/online-safety/
































Climate Advantage Disadvantage

Polar Habitat for specialized plants 

and animals.

Plenty of unpolluted surface 

water.

Limited vegetation

Extreme cold

Frost bite

Solar radiation

Desert Habitat for specialized plants 

and animals.

Lack of competition for land use.

Limited vegetation

Extreme heat – solar radiation

Extreme cold at night

Soil erosion leading to sand 

storms

Shortage of food and water

Rainforest Bio-diversity (wide range of flora 

and fauna)

Abundance of food and 

medicines

Excessive rain – flooding and 

saturation

Competition for light due to 

density – forest floor receives 

2% of light.

humidity

Temperate No extremes of weather

Fertile soil

Plenty of food and crops

Few natural disasters

Unpredictable weather

Competition for resources















English tasks- Reading Session 2

Maybe we can 

use these 

words in our 

writing later. 



1.Study a word. You could do this underlining the tricky part of the word that you need to remember to spell accurately.

2.Say the word aloud a few times.

3.Cover up the word with a piece of paper or your hand.

4.Write the spelling next to the original word.

5.Check the original version to see if you have got it right. If you didn’t, repeat the process and use the 2nd attempt column.  Use all 

five columns if need be, repeating the five steps each time.



English tasks - Writing

For the next activity, we will be 

revising how to punctuate direct 

speech. You can discuss this with 

someone or make notes on scrap 

paper.

Session 2



Circle the missing or incorrect punctuation in this sentence:

“ Mother said,  Don’t talk to any strangers!”



Circle the missing or incorrect punctuation in this sentence:

“ Mother said,  Don’t talk to any strangers!”

Mother said, “Don’t talk to any strangers!”



Copy the sentence on your whiteboard, putting in the missing 

punctuation.

Dear Grandmother, what big ears you have!

exclaimed Little Red Riding Hood. 



Dear Grandmother, what big ears you have!

exclaimed Little Red Riding Hood. 

✓ ✓



Punctuate these sentences:

little red riding hood cried what big eyes you have

the wolf replied all the better to see to you with my dear



Punctuate these sentences:

little red riding hood cried what big eyes you have

Little Red Riding Hood cried, “What big eyes you have!”

the wolf replied all the better to see to you with my dear

The wolf replied, “All the better to see you with my dear.”



Change the speech bubble into a sentence with direct speech.

I’m going to ride to the park.



Change the speech bubble into a sentence with direct speech.

Various possible answers, for example:

Freddy said, “I’m going to ride to the park.”

I’m going to ride to the park.



Complete the sentences using direct speech. Make sure they are 

punctuated correctly.

The boy asked….

…… shouted the police officer.

The man said….



Complete the sentences using direct speech. Make sure they are 

punctuated correctly.

Various possible answers, for example:

The boy asked, “Can I play out?”

“STOP!” shouted the police officer.

The man said, “I’m going to buy a newspaper.”



Discuss with someone near you.

Amy has written a sentence. Is it correct? Explain your answer.

Tom said  “I must read my book before I go to bed.



Amy has written a sentence. Is it correct? Explain your answer.

Tom said  “I must read my book before I go to bed.

It is not correct because…



Amy has written a sentence. Is it correct? Explain your answer.

Tom said, “I must read my book before I go to bed.”

It is not correct because:

• the comma after the reporting clause is missing

• the inverted commas to mark the end of the direct speech are 

missing
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Who is Vincent Bal?

Shadowology: He uses long shadows of 

everyday objects resting in the sunlight to 

create a wide range of whimsical doodles.

Vincent Bal is a Belgian 

filmmaker and illustrator. 

He came up with the 

technique: Shadowology

What is his technique/style?

https://youtu.be/O2uX6Z0OAbYhttps://youtu.be/NInkH0ukCOI

Vincent Bal explaining his 

work.

Examples 

of his work

https://youtu.be/O2uX6Z0OAbY
https://youtu.be/NInkH0ukCOI


https://youtu.be/65BRB3kuvv8

Artist Kumi Yamashita

She sculpts using both light and shadow. I 

construct single or multiple objects and place 

them against a single light source. The 

complete artwork is therefore made up of both 

the material (the solid objects) and the 

immaterial (the light or shadow).

Kumi Yamashita was 

born in Takasaki, Japan 

in 1968. She now lives in 

New York. She also likes 

to create pictures using 

shadows of objects.

https://youtu.be/65BRB3kuvv8


Today you are going 

outside to find an object 

you could use to draw 

around and make a picture 

from its shadow using 

Vincent Bal’s technique.
It could be a leaf, a pine 

cone, a flower, a stick, a 

feather or anything else 

you think would work.

Have a go at placing your 

object in different 

positions. These could 

create some interesting 

results.

We will take photographs 

of your creations and if you 

draw around your image 

and shadow, we could 

recreate these as 3D 

pictures in class.





Arithmetic 3
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Session 3 – Rounding decimals




